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Abstract. Both interactive visualization and computational analysis
methods are useful for data studies and an integration of both approaches
is promising to successfully combine the benefits of both methodologies.
In interactive data exploration and analysis workflows, we need successful
means to quantitatively externalize results from data studies, amounting
to a particular challenge for the usually qualitative visual data analysis.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach in order to quantitatively
externalize valuable findings from interactive visual data exploration and
analysis, based on local linear regression models. The models are built
on user-selected subsets of the data, and we provide a way of keeping
track of these models and comparing them. As an additional benefit,
we also provide the user with the numeric model coefficients. Once the
models are available, they can be used in subsequent steps of the work-
flow. A model-based optimization can then be performed, for example,
or more complex models can be reconstructed using an inversion of the
local models. We study two datasets to exemplify the proposed approach,
a meteorological data set for illustration purposes and a simulation en-
semble from the automotive industry as an actual case study.
Keywords: Interactive Visual Data Exploration and Analysis, Local
Regression Models, Externalization of Analysis Results
1 Introduction
In the currently evolving information age, both data exploration and analysis
become increasingly important for a large variety of applications and both inter-
active visualization as well as computational methods (from statistics, machine
learning, etc.) establish themselves as indispensable approaches to access valu-
able information in large and complex datasets. With interactive visualization,
the analyst is included in the knowledge crystallization loop and thus also open-
ended and ill-defined exploration and analysis questions can be investigated,
often also on the basis of data with certain deficiencies (noise, errors, etc.).
With computational data analysis, exact quantitative results can be achieved,
based on advanced and fast algorithms that also often are completely automated.
In visual analytics, one key question is whether we can successfully combine both
approaches to integrate the mutual advantages in hybrid solutions, based both
on interactive visualization and on computational data analysis.
One special challenge with interactive visual data exploration and analysis is
the question of how to effectively and efficiently externalize valuable findings such
that following steps in an application workflow can successfully build on them.
Only very few works in visualization research [32, 27, 17] have so far focused
on this question and suggested selected solutions. In particular the quantitative
externalization of findings from qualitative interactive visual data analysis is
genuinely difficult, while many workflows clearly would benefit from solutions
that could pass on results in quantitative form—think, for example, of an analyst,
who studies some relevant data curves in a graph view and wishes to use their
inclination (quantitatively) in a subsequent work process.
In this paper, we now propose a new solution for quantitatively externalizing
findings from interactive visual data exploration and analysis. We describe a
method that enables the analyst to interactively measure certain data relations
in a visualization. This is realized by locally modeling selected data relations of
interest with a linear data model and then externalizing the model parameters
from this process. For several reasons, most importantly including their stability
properties and their simplicity, we focus on linear local models in this work—
clearly, many other, non-linear models could be considered for this purpose, as
well. While linear models often are too simple for global data approximations,
they often provide good results locally. In order to fit the linear models locally to
selected data, we use several different regression methods, depending on which of
these methods achieves the best results. We present our solution in the context
of a system with coordinated multiple views that enables such an externalization
through interactive means.
In our solution, we assume the user to be involved in an iterative, interactive
data exploration and analysis process. During the visual data drill-down, the
user instantiates locally a linear modeling process of selected subsets of data.
The corresponding model parameters are then returned back to the user in a
quantitative form. Models and data are also shown together in the visualization.
In this way, the user can easily interpret the findings, and, since the modeling
results are available explicitly, rank the findings in order to choose those to use
subsequently.
Already in 1965, John Tukey pointed out that combining the power of a
graphical presentation with automatic computer analysis would enable more
successful solutions [31]. Later, Anscombe [1] illustrated how important it is to
also see the data, in addition to considering statistical measures. Nonetheless,
a recent study by Kandogan et al. [11] explains that still data analysts do not
regularly use visualization due to a lack of means to quantify analysis results.
The main contribution of this paper is thus not a new visual metaphor—
we use standard views. Instead, we integrate solutions from machine learning
into visualization (modeling by regression) in order to quantitatively externalize
valuable findings from interactive data studies. We also suggest to keep track of
the computed models and we provide a fast and intuitive way to instantiate new
models in the visualization. This way, a powerful combination of automatic and
interactive data analysis is realized, combining valuable advantages from both
approaches, i.e., the quantitative results from regression modeling, and the user-
steered local modeling from the visualization. The quantitative externalization
of otherwise qualitative results makes them easier to describe and rank, while
the visualization is useful to spot and understand shortcomings and imprecisions
of the automatically fitted models.
In this paper, we focus on complex data, which, in addition to scalar indepen-
dent and dependent data, also contains families of curves, i.e., time-dependent
attributes. We deploy a coordinated multiple views system, which supports on-
the-fly data derivation and aggregation as an important basis for our approach.
The interactive approach makes modeling very quick and efficient and also easier
accessible for domain experts, who are not experts in machine learning or statis-
tics. In the following, we first introduce the new approach along with a relatively
simple meteorology example (for illustration purposes), before we then evaluate
it informally based on an application case in the automotive industry.
2 Related Work
Our research is related to several fields. Interactive visual analysis (IVA) facili-
tates knowledge discovery in complex datasets by utilizing a tight feedback loop
of computation, visualization and user interaction [13, 14, 29]. IVA provides an
interactive and iterative data exploration and analysis framework, where the user
guides the analysis [26], supported by a variety of computational analysis tools.
The interactive visual analysis exploits human vision, experience, and intuition
in order to analyze complex data. Tam et al. identify the potential of so called
"soft knowledge", which is only available in human-centric approaches [28], in-
cluding the ability to consider consequences of a decision and to infer associations
from common sense.
The interactive exploration process is mostly qualitative. Recent research,
however, focuses increasingly on quantitative aspects. Radoš et al. [24] structure
the brushing space and enhance linked views using descriptive statistics. Kehrer
et al. [12] integrate statistical aggregates along selected, independent data di-
mensions in a framework of coordinated, multiple views. Brushing particular
statistics, the analyst can investigate data characteristics such as trends and
outliers. Haslett et al. [6] introduce the ability to show the average of the points
that are currently selected by the brush.
Lampe and Hauser [17] support the explanation of data by rapidly drafting,
fitting and quantifying model prototypes in visualization space. Their method
is related to the statistical concept of de-trending, where data that behaves
according to a model is de-emphasized, leaving only the residuals (potentially
outliers and/or other model flaws) for further inspection. Piringer et al. [23]
introduce a system for the visual evaluation of regression models for simulation
data. They focus on the evaluation of the provided models, while we focus on
the description of data relations by means of local regression models. We exploit
on-the-fly data aggregation as described by Konyha et al. [15].
Shao et al. [25] present new research on combing regression modeling and
interactive visual analysis. They build models based on selected subsets of data,
as we do here, but they depict them on-the-fly during interaction. Neither do
they provide a system for any house-keeping of models, or for the comparison
of models. They also do only depict modeling results visually, while we provide
models coefficients as well as quality-of-fit indicators.
In this work, we focus on an engineering example, while complex data is
also common in other domains. Holzinger [7] introduces a concept of interactive
machine learning for complex medical data, where a human-in-the-loop approach
is deployed. The approach has been evaluated as a proof-of-concept study [8] and
as a means to analyze patient groups based on high-dimensional information per
patient [10].
In this paper, we make use of the common least squares, the Lasso, and
the Huber regression models, described, for example, in standard literature on
regression modeling [4].
3 Data Description and Problem Statement
In this paper, we focus on complex data in the form of records that contain
different types of attributes. In contrast to the conventional approach, where
attributes are scalar values (numerical or categorical), we also address complex
attributes, i.e., curves (time-dependent attributes). Such a data organization is
more natural for many cases in science and engineering.
We illustrate our approach based on a simple data set describing meteorolo-
gical stations in the United States [21]. Global summaries per month are used,
containing the statistics of 55 climatological variables. Each record corresponds
to a single station with the following scalar attributes: longitude, latitude, el-
evation, state, and station name. Further, we also study two curve attributes:
the mean temperatures per month throughout the year and the according mean
precipitation values. Figure 1 illustrates the data. Figure 2 shows all stations as
points in a scatterplot and temperature and precipitation curves in two curve
views. The curve view depicts all curves plotted over each other. A density map-
ping is deployed and areas where curves are more dense can be seen, accordingly.
We differentiate independent from dependent attributes and some of our
dependent attributes are curves. In our data model, the independent part of
a data point is described as x = (x1, . . . , xm)>, i.e., a point in Rm, and the
corresponding dependent output part y = (y1, . . . , yn)>, i.e., a point in Rn,
where m can be seen as the number of control parameters and n as the number
of outputs. This assumes that there is a function S that maps inputs to outputs.
This function can be a numerical simulation or a measurement method:
y = S(x) (1)
Fig. 1. Structure of complex data, including also curves as attributes. Temperatures
and precipitation values are stored as functions of time. The curves in the table are
only symbolic, the actual curves have different shapes.
In the case of an ensemble of simulations or measurements, we then have a set
of pairs: E = {(xj ,yj)}. As indicated above, any yi can also be a curve yi(t),
given at a particular sequence of t-values.
Interactive visual analysis is a proven method for analyzing such data. How-
ever, if we want to quantify and compare results, we have to deploy quantitative
analysis. If we, for example, assume that there is a correlation between the max-
imum yearly temperatures and the latitude of the weather station, we easily
can show a corresponding scatterplot and see if there is such a relation. Fig-
ure 3 shows such a scatterplot. But how can we communicate our findings? And
moreover, once we can quantify it, how can we compare it with other findings?
We thus propose to locally fit linear regression models for user-selected sub-
sets of data, and then to return the model values to the user. This way, the
findings are quantified and externalized. Accordingly, they can be also com-
pared, the best ones can be identified and then used in subsequent tasks. In
fact, there are many relevant application scenarios, where a model of the data
(or a data subset) is needed. If a process has to be optimized, for example, a
regression model can be very useful. Further, if we want to reconstruct our sim-
ulation or measurement, i.e., find inputs which correspond to a desired output,
a corresponding linear model can easily be inverted and we thus can easily de-
rive target input values. All these operations assume a model which is a good
representation of the data (globally and/or locally). Our approach makes such
analysis tasks possible, combining the best from interactive and from automatic
data analysis.
4 Interactive Regression Modeling
We deploy linear regression models to quantify local analysis results. In order
to build a regression model we first extract scalar aggregates from the curve
attributes. The attributes of interest strongly depend on the analyst’s tasks.
Fig. 2. A visualization of the illustrative, meteorological data. The scatterplot on the
left mimics a map of the weather stations in the United States. The curve views show
the monthly mean temperatures and precipitation values for each station. The temper-
ature curves are quite similar in their shape (cold winters, warm summers), while the
precipitation curves exhibit more variation.
Fig. 3. A scatterplot showing the relation between latitude and the maximum monthly
temperature value, i.e., the maximum of the temperature curves shown in Figure 2. As
expected, southern stations have higher temperatures.
Accordingly, there isn’t any predefined set of attributes which would be valid
for all data sets and all cases, but the interactive, on-demand derivation of such
aggregates proves useful instead [15].
In the following, we first summarize the models we use and then we illustrate
the main idea using the meteorological data set and simple scalar aggregates. A
more complex case which includes complex aggregates is described in the case
study section.
4.1 Linear Regression Models
The most standard linear regression model that we use is the common least
squares method, as proposed already by Legendre in 1805 [18] as well as by Gauss
in 1809 [5]. Both applied it to astronomical observations in order to determine
the orbits of planets around the Sun.
The objective function for a dataset withN M -dimensional inputs xij , output
vector yi and the regression coefficients vector w = (w0, w1, . . . , wM )> is
FLS(w) = RSS(w) =
N∑
i=1




This objective function is also known as the Residual Sum of Squares or just as
RSS(w).
Lasso regression, being in principle very similar to the least squares method,
adds an additional constraint to the minimization of the objective function in




|wj | ≤ t. (3)
It was named and analyzed in detail by Tibshirani in 1996 [30], after Breiman’s
influential paper in 1995 [2], introducing the nonnegative garrote method, and
Frank & Friedman’s 1993 paper [3], where the same constraint is considered as
one form of the generalized ridge penalty, but without any analysis and results.
The Lasso-regularization is controlled via tuning parameter t and for a suffi-
ciently large t the method is equivalent to the least squares approach. Generally,
Lasso regression ensures a more stable result for some classes of base functions,
such as polynomials, and it can be also used for feature selection as it tends to
reduce the regression coefficients of less important inputs to zero (or close to 0).
For this reason it is often used in the analysis of multidimensional data, machine
learning, etc.
Another interesting property is that it also can be used to determine minimal
models when the number of regression parameters is greater than the number
of input cases, e.g., fitting a 10th degree polynomial to just 6 data points, a
case in which the least squares method would just return one of many non-
unique solutions (or none at all). It is important to notice, however, that the
method is not scale-invariant, so the data has to be normalized in a certain way
(standardized) to get useful results.
Huber regression follows a similar approach, but divides the residuals




into two classes: small and big residuals. For some given parameter δ, a quadratic
function is used for small residuals (|r<|/σ ≤ δ), and linear absolute values for big
residuals (|r>|/σ > δ), where σ is determined during the minimization together









This approach was introduced by Huber in 1964 [9] and it ensures that a small
number of outliers does not have a big influence on the result (as they would
if the quadratic form would be used for them, as well). Due to the reduced
sensitivity to outliers, Huber regression belongs to the important class of robust
regressors.
The fitting score of a regression model is measured by the determination
coefficient R2, defined as





(yi − zi)2, v =
N∑
i=1
(yi − y)2 (6)
where yi, y, and zi are the dataset outputs, the mean of the outputs, and the
model-predicted values, respectively. The highest possible score is 1. When the
model returns just the output mean y, the score is 0; and bad models get (arbi-
trarily) negative scores.
4.2 Interactive Modeling
It is essential to enable the user to interactively select scalar aggregates during
the analysis. In our solution, it is anytime possible to compute new aggregates
and to thereby extend the data table by additional synthetic data attributes.
Often, it is not fully clear in the first place which aggregates indeed are most
useful and all scalar aggregates that we describe in this paper were computed
on the fly during the data exploration and analysis. This solution brings impor-
tant flexibility and reduces the pressure on the analyst to define all necessary
aggregates in advance. In the following, we illustrate our main idea by selecting
three basic aggregates, i.e., the minimum, the maximum, and the mean of the
temperature and of the precipitation curves. Accordingly, our data table then
has six additional scalar columns.
A reasonably compact regression model, which successfully captures all data
relations for all weather stations across the entire United States, relating lon-
gitudes and latitudes (as independent attributes) and the six scaler aggregates
of the temperatures and the precipitation values (as dependent data), would be
very challenging to construct (if possible at all). Also, one needs to assume that
there are important additional factors with an influence on the temperature and
precipitation values (like elevation, etc.). Accordingly, we simply dismiss the idea
of creating a global model, in particular it is clear that we cannot expect to find
a useful linear global model. Instead, we focus on local modeling of selected data
Fig. 4. A model is created for all data or for a subset which is specified by means
of brushing. The user enters the name of the subset (All Stations here), and specifies
which attributes are considered as independent (Latitude and Longitude here), and
which are dependent. Further, the user can select up to three models to be built.
Fig. 5. A part of the user interface which shows the regression models’ parameters. For
each output column the overall quality of fit measure—fitting score R2—is depicted.
Further, for each output column (dialog is cropped in this figure) the values of the
coefficients of the models are shown. This way, the user can compare multiple models.
This output is then the starting point for any subsequent use of the models.
subsets, providing also the possibility to select which regression model to select.
In a regression model specification dialog we set independent and dependent
variables (see Figure 4), and three different models are computed automatically.
The results of the computation are depicted in two ways. On the one hand
they are shown in a table and on the other hand they can be also visualized.
The table specifies the model name, input parameters, and output parameters.
Further, we show the fitting score R2 for each output parameter, and the inter-
cept and linear coefficients for each of input parameters and for every output
parameter fit (see Figure 5). In contrast to some interactive applications, which
Fig. 6. Visualization for model evaluation. The scatterplot in the top left corner shows
the minimum and the maximum temperatures for all stations. The top right view shows
the same data in blue, and the vales computed using the liner regression in orange.
Corresponding points are connected to visualize deviations. The bottom left view shows
relative deviations only (imagine all blue points at the origin). The bottom right view
compares two models, here liner regression and a Huber model.
do not offer a way to keep the data about the models, we keep the table as long
as it is not explicitly deleted. By doing so, we make it possible for the user to
compare different models, and to chose the best one for subsequent processing.
In particular, the findings are also externalized in this way. The different models
are computed using different subsets of data, and different modeling methods.
The quality-of-fit measure alone is often not sufficient to evaluate the models.
It gives a good hint on model precision, but visualization can revel much more
insight here. This is especially true for Huber and other robust regression models
as the influence of outliers and the definition of good and bad heavily depend on
the dataset structure and the context.
Fig. 7. Original points (in blue) and fitted points (in orange) for all Florida stations.
The scatterplot on the left shows the points fitted using a global regression model, and
the scatterplot on the right shows the points fitted using the model created for the
Florida stations only. The local model, as expected, provides a much better fit.
In order to visualize the results, we use a modified scatterplot which shows
original data points and the corresponding points, computed using a model, at
the same time. The points’ color differ, and we also show thin connecting lines
between corresponding points. If the analyst is interested in relative error values,
both for visualization and for interaction, we also can show relative deviations
by placing all original points in the origin. In addition, the same technique can
be used to compare different regression models with each other. Figure 6 shows
different visualizations of the computed models. The top-left scatterplot shows
the original data (minimum vs. maximum temperatures of all meteorological
stations also shown in Figure 2). The top-right scatterplot shows the same data
in blue and temperatures as computed using a liner regression model in orange.
In an ideal case the points would perfectly coincide. In our case, however, large
deviations are visible as expected. The view in the bottom-left shows relative
deviations only—all blue points are aligned in the origin, and the orange points
show the relative deviation for each station—we can see certain directions of
particularly large errors. The bottom-right figure depicts how a Huber regres-
sion model (blue points) differs from linear regression (orange points). The data
shown in the table in Figure 5 represent the same models. Obviously, there are
multiple ways to visualize model accuracy. After long discussions with a domain
expert, and after considering several options, we agreed to use these modified
scatterplots. On the one hand, our users are used to scatterplots, and on the
other hand, we are also able to meet main requirements posed by the domain,
i.e., to show how models differ from original data, to see the error characteristics,
and to visually compare different model results. We plan to extend the number
of compared items to more then two in the future, expecting that we would need
a more formal evaluation of such a design then, also.
Fig. 8. The suggested workflow for externalizing findings. A tight interplay of interac-
tive visualization and regression model building is necessary in order to use the resulting
models in subsequent processes.
Instead of aiming at a global model for all the data, we focus on modeling
parts of the data with local models (and considering a collection of them instead
of one global model). In a way, this is related to piece-wise modeling, as for
example with splines. One important aspect of our solution is the interactive
instantiation and placement of local models. The user simply brushes a subset
of data points in a view, activates the modeling dialog, and the models are
computed and integrated, accordingly.
Figure 7, for example, shows all meteorological stations in Florida. The left
scatterplot shows the model computed for all points—only the Florida stations
are highlighted. The right scatterplot shows a liner regression model which is
computed for the stations in Florida only. As weather characteristics are com-
parably similar across the state, the local regression model represents the data
much better. Now that we have a well-fitted model for Florida, we could eas-
ily use it to estimate temperatures or precipitation values in other locations in
Florida, or we could invert it, and find locations for desired temperatures and
precipitation values. Note that we do all modeling using the scalar aggregates
of the temperature and the precipitation curves. Clearly, we can also show the
original curves in order to check the models in more detail.
This simple example illustrates the suggested workflow for interactive local
modeling of complex data, also illustrated in Figure 8, that unfolds as an iterative
and interactive visual analytics process, where the user can initiate a computa-
tion of new features whenever needed, and the computation of new regression
models for selected subsets of data at any time. The visualization, depicted in
the center of the diagram, is an essential part, and it is used as the control
mechanism for all analysis steps—all steps are initiated from the visualization,
and all results are then visible to the user in return. Importantly, this workflow
now includes that valuable findings are explicitly described in terms of the pa-
rameters (coefficients) of all computed models. The visualization also provides
essential means to compare and evaluate the individual models.
Along with our research, we implemented this new workflow in ComVis [19],
a visual analytics system based on coordinated multiple views. Regression mod-
eling is realized on the basis of scikit-learn [22], a Python library for machine
learning by calling the respective methods in scikit-learn package from ComVis.
Fig. 9. The simulation model for the computation of the simulation ensemble. The
control parameters are shown in red next to the corresponding elements. The output
values are indicated in blue.
Fig. 10. Almost 5000 curves are shown from the simulation ensemble. Each curve shows
the valve position for one hundred degrees of crankshaft revolution. The valve position
is only one of many attributes in the dataset.
5 Case Study
In the following, we present a case study from the automotive simulation domain.
We used our new interactive local modeling solution to analyze a Variable Valve
Actuation (VVA) system for an automotive combustion engine. Optimizing VVA
solutions is an active research field in the automotive industry and it is closely
related to the development of new four-stroke engines. A precise control of the
opening and the closing times of the intake and the exhaust valves is essential
for an optimal engine operation. Conventional systems use a camshaft, where
carefully placed cams open and close the valves at specific times, dependent on
the mechanical construction of the cams. Variable valve actuation makes it then
possible to change the shape and timing of the intake and exhaust profiles. In our
case, we deal with a hydraulic system, i.e., an electronically controlled hydraulic
mechanism that opens the valves independently of the crankshaft rotation.
Understanding and tuning of VVA systems is essential for automotive en-
gineers. The valves’ opening directly influences combustion, and therefore, also
emission and consumption. A complete analysis of such a system is certainly
beyond the scope of this paper. Still, we briefly present our joint evaluation in
context of this case study, based on expertise in automotive engineering as well
as in interactive visualization.
We study simulation data that consists of nine independent parameters and
two dependent curve-attributes and it was computed based on the simulation
model shown in Figure 9. The independent parameters are: actuator volume size
(P1), actuator piston area (P2), inflow pressure (P3), opening/closing time
(P4), maximum flow area (P5), cylinder pressure (P6), valve mass (P7), port
cut discharge coefficient (P8), and damper discharge coefficient (P9).
We computed simulation output for 4993 combinations of the control pa-
rameters. Here we focus on the valve position curves which describe the valve
position relative to the closed state as a function of the crankshaft angle (see
Figure 10). The valve opens when the curve rises and it closes when the curve
declines; at the zero value of y-axis the valve is completely closed.
We see a great amount of variation in the curves’ shapes with some rising
steeply, some finishing early, and some not opening much at all. We needed a
set of suitable scalar aggregates that describe these curves sufficiently well so
that we could derive appropriate regression models for the data. Eventually,
an important related task is optimization, for example supported by interactive
ensemble steering [20]. In our case, we first aimed at extracting valuable findings,
based on a visual analysis session of a user with automotive engineering expertise
(supported by a visualization expert).
In order to properly capture the valve behavior, we decided to derive the
following scalar aggregates during the analysis:
– area under the curve: quantity of mixture that enters/exits the cylinder
– time of maximum opening : time span during which the valve is open more
than 98% of its maximum
– time of opening : first time when the valve opening is greater than 0
– average opening of the value: corresponds to the mean flow resistance
– average valve opening velocity : the average opening velocity from the start
of the opening until 98% of the maximum is reached
– velocity and acceleration at maximal opening : corresponds to the force and
moment when the valve hits its maximal opening
– average valve closing velocity : this velocity is computed for two ranges, i.e.,
one steeper and one less steep part of the curve
– velocity and acceleration at closing : corresponds to the force and moment
when the valve closes again
Based on this derivation, the data set is extended by ten additional attributes.
We select all data and compute regression models. As expected, we cannot cap-
ture all relevant relations between the inputs and the outputs by one global,
linear model. Figure 11 shows a selection of deviation plots for a global model
and we see overly large deviations, making it immediately clear that a more
detailed approach is needed.
During the exploratory process, the analyst drills down into the data, and
focuses on selected subsets. It is straight-forward to select relevant subsets of
the data in the visualization (like in Figure 10, using a line brush [16] that ex-
tends over a subset of the shown curves). In our case, we started with selecting
the curves that rise quickly, stay open for a long time, and then close smoothly
(see Figure 12, on the left). New models were then created for these curves. In
Fig. 11. A selection of deviation plots for a global model, showing that a more detailed
analysis is needed.
the visualization, it becomes clear that the deviations are much more moder-
ate, indicating more useful models. Figure 12 (on the right) shows some of the
deviation plots (the images are cropped, but drawn using the same scale as in
Figure 11). The derived (local) models are precise enough to be used in opti-
mization or ensemble steering, but the corresponding parameter space domain
has to be considered, of course.
Once satisfied with the local models (according to the visualization of all
deviations), the analyst checks the regression models coefficients, and the findings
can be described quantitatively. Figure 13 shows such a case. The analyst saw
(in a scatterplot) that the opening velocity (slope of the curves when they rise)
clearly depends on the P5 input parameter. He then decided to compute an
according model. A quick model check (Figure 13 on the right) showed that the
deviations were smaller for the medium values of the opening velocities. The
details view then revealed:
velocityopening = 0.0435 · P5 + 0.0523 (7)
Computing the same regression model, only taking medium velocity into account
results in the following equation:
velocityopening = 0.0246 · P5 + 0.0881 (8)
As a result, the analyst gained a quantitative understanding of how the average
opening velocity depends on the P5 parameter in the middle opening velocity
range. Finding an inverse function is then trivial, so parameter estimation for
any desired velocities can be easily made.
The process continued, and the analyst selected new subsets. Figure 14 shows
a screenshot of one display taken during the analysis session. Ideally, the analysis
is conducted on multiple displays. Several different views are used simultaneously
in a continuous interplay between interactive and automatic methods.
6 Discussion, Conclusion, and Future Work
The quantification and externalization of findings is often essential for a suc-
cessful data exploration and analysis and in this paper we show how local linear
Fig. 12. After an interactive visual drill-down procedure, the expert focuses on a sub-
set of desired curve shapes—fast opening and large integral value. New models are
computed using only this subset of the data. The deviation plots on the right show
that the according models are much more precise. Explicit model coefficients are also
available, and remain visible during the entire analysis session.
Fig. 13. A linear dependency between parameter P5 and the opening velocity is as-
sumed after seeing this image. The model fits medium velocity values relatively good.
Accordingly, the analyst computes another model, and results are indeed a bit better.
regression models can be used for this purpose. The resulting models are easy
to comprehend and easy to invert, for example, during optimization. Our in-
formal evaluation in the domain of automotive engineering showed that model
reconstruction and the quantitative communication of findings are two very im-
portant analysis tasks. Due to the integration of modeling with visualization, we
achieve a valuable mixed-initiative solution that not only accelerates the process
of modeling, but also provides valuable means to model evaluation and compar-
ison. Compared to a less integrated approach, e.g., when first exporting data
Fig. 14. A screenshot of an analysis session. Many views are used simultaneously,
and the expert seamlessly switches between automatic and interactive analysis in an
iterative interactive loop.
subsets from a visualization system, then modeling these subsets in a separate
package, before then bringing the results back into the visualization, we now can
iterate much more swiftly over multiple model variations and thus increase the
likelihood of eventually deriving high-quality results.
Keeping the model data available throughout an entire analysis session, en-
ables the comparison of different models in order to defer the choice of which
model to use in subsequent analysis steps up to a point in the process, where
enough information has been gathered. We also observe that users do explore
and analyze the data more freely, when they know that previous findings are
still available (related to the important undo/redo functionality in most state-
of-the-art production software products).
All in all, we see this work as a first step towards even better solutions for
the externalization of findings from visual analytics, here by means of regression
models. We plan to add more complex models and to improve the model keeping
mechanism. Currently, we do not support any automatic ranking of the models,
or any kind of guidance in the selection of potentially suitable models. Additional
quality-of-fit measures also may be implemented. Further, we plan to improve
the visual exploration of the models’ parameters (coefficients, quality-of-fit mea-
sures, etc.), also capitalizing on interactive visual data exploration and analysis,
all in the same framework. Also the integration of other, non-liner models is rela-
tively straight-forward, even though an according solution—while certainly more
powerful—is likely to become more complex, also. An even better evaluation and
a more thorough case study is also subject of future work.
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